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BELGIAN MARITIME COURTS

Following is the speech in English to be delivered by the

Belgian Minister of Justice, M. Albert de Vleeschauer at the

opening in Middlesex Hall this aftermoon of the Belgian Maritime

Courts by Lord Simon, Lord Chancellor. M. de Vleeschauer will

give speeches in French and Flemish also.

My Lord Chancellor, Your Excellencies,

My Lords, Ladies and Gentlemen.

As Belgian Minister of Justice I have the great honour to wish a hearty
welcome to the Lord Chancellor of England at this solemn opening of the

Belgian Maritime Courts.

My Lord, your presence here is a vivid proof to the peoples of the world, that

Great Britain who leads our common fight for the liberty of Humanity, intends

to guarantee to the friendly and allied nations who have temporarily established

their sovereign and executive Governments on her soil, the full freedom of

exercise of their legal and judicial power. This power is in itself one of the

essential manifestations of a free civilised country.

We appreciate to the fullest extent this unrestricted hospitality and I

welcome the privilege of this opportunity to express to Your Lordship and to His

Majesty 's Government our grateful thanks.

I also wish to thank the numerous prominent personalities who, by their

presence here today, are expressing their kindly friendship for Belgium, now

passing through such agonizing moments - Belgium invaded - ground down under the

heel of the same enemy for the second time within a quarter of a century, but in

spite of all misfortunes still upright in the battle.

Relations between Britain and Belgium have always been in the course of

history impregnated by true friendship. Never, and I like to insist on this point,

have we been at war with each other. At first sight, this might indicate a

negative assertion, but it shows clearly that the views and interests of our two

countries have always been identical.

But there is not only a negative side to emphasize, many positive ties have

bound our two nations in' the past. Economic relations have helped to build up

this friendship from the time when our Flemish weavers emigrated to Yorkshire

and founded the textile industry. More than one country-town, more than one

country-house of your beautiful landstill shows traces that something of our

own is present in their architecture.

We recall also that your Plantagenet kings sought their brides such as Queen

Mathilda and Queen Philippa among the daughters of our Counts of Flanders and

Hainaut.

On our side, we Belgians recall with gratitude that it was mainly through
Britain’s help that in the beginning of last century Belgium obtained her

independence.
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Do you know that in your Foreign Office a painting entitled "Britannia

Pacificatrix" revives the memory of this help to the rebirth of Belgium?

And it was at the Court of St James that the new Belgian State sought its

first king Leopold, who had just lost his wife, Princess Charlotte, heir

presumptive to the British Throne. No wonder then that we still look with pride

upon the portrait of our first king, whom we call "Leopold the Wise"; this

portrait today hangs in a prominent place in Buckingham Palace. The wisdom of this

great king has, as you know, not only been useful to Belgium, but Queen Victoria

frequently consulted her "uncle Leopold" as well.

Were not our century-old ties of friendship sealed on the battlefield?

Every Englishman who has visited Belgium has made the pilgrimage to Waterloo where

the Belgians fought on the side of the British,

In 1914, when Belgium was shamefully attacked. Great Britain rushed to our

aid, and together with our allies, insured final victory, after four and a

half years of relentless struggle.

In 1940, when the same crime was committed by the same faithless enemy,
Great Britain, as over faithful to her promises, was there from the first day to

assist us in this unequal fight. Despite the initial severe reverses at the beginning

of the war, Great Britain at one time standing almost alone against our common enemy

gave us the assurance, that Belgium’s independence would be restored and all her

European and African territories remain intact.

And this promise, we know, will also be kept, because we are sure of final

victory and of the sacredness of Britain’s given word.

Friends from time immemorial, comrades in arms for the same cause, we shall

fight with untiring courage until we have regained what, is above all dear to our

hearts: liberty of our peoples and independence of our countries in a free

world.

The institution of the Maritime Counts is on the part of Britain an act of

high courtesy which can only help to bind our two nations even more strongly together

and which enables us to co-operate, for the first time in history, in the

judicial field.

The Belgian Maritime Tribunals in Great Britain which we are opening to-day

are temporary Courts instituted for the duration of the war by means of a law

enacted in Great Britain by the Belgian Government.

The jurisdiction which has been given to these Courts covers maritime

crimes and offences, questions of maritime discipline and others which in normal

times belong to various Belgian Courts. When peace comes, the normal situation

will at once be automatically restored. May this restoration come speedily
with our peace: a peace of justice after our victory.
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